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Full Title: Adverse pregnancy outcomes in Mutare district, Zimbabwe (2014): A Cross-sectional Study

General Comments:

Overall, the topic seems to have been arrived at retrospectively as stated, but without much thought about the method of study, aim of the study.

It also appears to be that a statistician has written it up, as, the wordings and approach do not suggest an Obstetrician’s viewpoint.

The material and methods section leaves a lot of questions in my mind as it is not comprehensive.

All the results are not brought out in the appropriate section on results. In fact, some of the important results are not mentioned in the results or conclusion.

The English language needs a few corrections.

Specific comments:

ABSTRACT:

1. Adverse pregnancy outcomes encompass a whole host of outcomes, of which only 2 have been chosen. No doubt the more important ones have been chosen. Nevertheless, the title could have encased "stillbirths and early neonatal deaths", instead of all' adverse pregnancy outcomes. Which gives a whole lot more expectation from the paper.

2. Isn't there an AIM/ OBJECTIVE for the study?
3. "Delivery by non-normal vertex method" does this mean an instrumentall vaginal delivery? or an assisted vaginal breech delivery or a Cesarian section? Seems a complex way of describing an "abnormal delivery" please clarify. Why should delivery by Cesarian section have a high adverse outcome, unless done too late?

4. "Gestation age of less than 32 weeks has a nine times odds" should be written in the past tense

5. The conclusions should include the major pregnancy complications that sets the stage for these 2 particular adverse outcomes.

TEXT:

1. Most of the references, especially the first several {1-7} references are at least 6 years old. I am sure newer references are available and should be referenced in place of the older ones.

2. It would be important to know the incidence of hospital/facility delivery at this hospital. Are there any deliveries attempted at home or elsewhere?

3. How many deliveries were there in total?

4. Page 3, line 45: what were the inclusion /exclusion criteria?

5. Page 3, line 90: Rewrite as "Women sampled were between 17 and 43 years of age".

6. Page 6, line 129: "delivery (NVD), 23% (95% CI: 0.19 - 0.28) had non-NVD delivery" does non-NVD include twins/singleton/occipito posterior deliveries?

7. Page 6, line 132: pregnancy induced hypertension (PIH), prolonged labour and foetal distress. Was PIH the only antenatal complication? Was there no anemia, gestational diabetes, IUGR other medical problems? Prolonged labour and foetal distress would be considered as labour complications.

8. Page 6, line 142, 143, 144: Non normal vertex delivery (non-NVD) was categorised as caesarean section deliveries for various reasons (including breech) or delivery of a breech presentation (termed breech delivery). Please clarify, this is confusing.

9. Page 8, line 200, 201: "pregnancy outcomes increased if babies are delivered via caesarean section or breech presentation (non-NVD)" How could adverse pregnancy outcomes rise with Cesarian unless done too late? How are breech presentations managed usually in labour? Is there no protocol for vaginal/abdominal breech delivery?
10. Page 9, line 229: "Caesarean section delivery is associated with a risk of pre-rupture of membranes, a complication resulting in perinatal death." Kindly clarify. Why should Cesarian delivery have a high risk for prelabour rupture of membranes.

11. Page 9, lines 250, 251, 252: "Women who experienced complications, including cord prolapse, mal-presentation, antepartum haemorrhage (APH), eclampsia, prolonged labour, and pregnancy induced hypertension had a six times greater odds of adverse pregnancy outcome than women without complications in our study". This is an important finding. This is not mentioned in the results at all!!!

12. Page 10, lines 262, 263: "Low birth-weight (LBW) <2500 grams is a well-documented risk of an adverse pregnancy outcome" why is this fact not mentioned in the results section?????? Were these babies premature as well?

13. How could one have a 5% unskilled delivery rate at a hospital????

14. There are Zimbabwean reports and recommendations already, which are not in place in the Institution. In fact, even the basic recommendations for pregnancy care and high risk pregnancy is not followed, from what I understand. There is no point in such a study when these basic recommendations are not being followed. Apply the basic pregnancy care principles and then assess using a similar study.
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